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A message from Larnie
on the Living Well Project
One of the great kicks of my role is
witnessing personal development and
growth while coordinating the Living
Well Project.

for those who can't attend our
residential courses, or would like a
taster of what to expect in a peer-led
learning environment.

I get the satisfaction of first hearing
‘I can’t do that’, ‘I want to know how
to . . . ‘ and ‘If only I could . . . ’ change
into words of self encouragement and
belief: ‘If they can do it, then I could
learn too’.

Skills For Independence will soon
be expanding to include a short
Women’s course in Victoria, and a
Family Connections course at Sargood
on Collaroy in NSW, a specialist SCI
resort.

AQA launched the Living Well Project
in late 2020. The project's purpose
is the development of sustainable
community, residential and online
programs of peer-led capacity
building courses for people in
Australia with spinal cord injury or
similar physical disability.

The Family Connections course is
designed to include family members
or companions of participants,
building their capacity, and ensuring
participants have the support they
need to keep practising and expanding
on the skills they learn when they get
home.

These courses focus on assisting
people to develop life skills,
knowledge and confidence that can
boost their ability to not only survive,
but thrive.

In this issue of NewsLink, a number
of people have shared their
experiences from the recent Skills For
Independence course - I’d encourage
you to check them out, and stay tuned
for upcoming peer-led events.

Despite a slow start due to Covid
lockdowns, we have gained
momentum and have now
successfully run three five-day Skills
For Independence residential courses,
and 12 manual wheelchair skills
sessions. And we’ve seen six trainee
Peer Leaders progress through our
Train the Trainer course.

If you wanted to know more about
any of the courses I’ve mentioned,
please get in touch on 9489 0777 or
community@aqavic.org.au

Over the next 12 months the Living
Well Project is growing in lots of
exciting ways. We will be launching
power wheelchair skills sessions, and
a series of online 2-3 hour workshops
LARNIE BALL
PRACTICE LEADER, COACHING AND
DEVELOPMENT AT AQA VICTORIA

aqavic.org.au
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APCO ROLLS OUT
FUELSERVICE ACROSS VICTORIA
AND NEW SOUTH WALES

FREE FLU VAX:
AN OLD CONCERN
WITH NEW IMPORTANCE

After successful trials in three Geelong stores last
September, independent fuel retailer APCO rolled out the
use of fuelService to all 26 stores across Victoria and New
South Wales in May 2022.
The app, adopted widely by fuel outlets in Britain but
never before in Australia, allows wheelchair users to make
appointments at participating service stations, and have
their cars refuelled by an attendant. It alerts checkout staff
to expect your arrival, and tells them which pump you’ve
parked at. After a staff member has filled your tank, you
can pay from your car.
AQA would like to offer our congratulations and thanks to
Victor Bibby, for seeing the need in our community, and
successfully advocating for a solution. And our thanks to
APCO for answering the call.

While the flu vax was merely a nice to have for many a year,
with Coivd-19 in the mix, new questions arise. The ABC
recently reported that less than 35% of people in Victoria
were vaccinated for the flu last year, with this years rate
looking even lower. During the 2019-2020 season it was
reported approximately 71.8% of people were vaccinated.
A low vaccination rate is hardly surprising, with ongoing
lockdowns and a lack social oportunities, the need for the
flu vax felt trivial. However with both the flu and Covid-19
circulating, the risk of being exposed to either or both is
increasingly posing a risk for those living with diability.
So while the the Covid-19 vacine is relatively new and
a cause of concern for some, the Flu Vacine is a well
established prevenative treatment and something we
encourage everyone to review and take seriously as we
head into winter.
We recommed speaking to your GP about the Flu Vax and
any concerns you might have.

To recap, here’s Victor describing the journey:
“I was chatting with my son, Simon, and he mentioned how
hard it is to fill up his car. Performing this simple task can
take him up to 20 minutes, and frequently makes him feel
quite ill as he’s at just the right height to inhale the fuel
fumes, which is not ideal.
“This started me on a journey to see what was out there,
and I came across the fuelService app. I then reached out
to the developer in the UK who is himself a paraplygic, Niall
El-Assaad, and the rest is history,” Victor said.
You can download the app from Google Play or Apple’s App
Store, or by visiting www.fuelservice.org

NEWSLINK DELIVERY OPTIONS
Did you know that many of our members
now receive NewsLink via email?
NewsLink as a PDF reduces waste and you'll get the
publication in colour. If you’d prefer to receive the
newsletter via email, please let us know. If you have
any queries or would like to change your mailing
arrangements, please contact us on
(03) 9489 0777 or community@aqavic.org.au

A NEW PLATFORM TO HELP
YOU BECOME SELF-EMPLOYED
Chemism is an online platform that aims to help people living with a disability
achieve self-employment, via offering connections with the Australian business
community.
The people behind the platform believe that self-employment is an
advantageous model for people with a disability, because the flexibility better
complements their lifestyles, health needs and other circumstances. To
learn more about the platform, and how it could resource you to become selfemployed, visit their website at: https://www.chemism.com.au/
4
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OUR NEW DIGITAL
SYSTEMS FOR CLIENTS
AND SUPPORT WORKERS
IS ALMOST HERE.

Upcoming events

ARE YOU READY?

WHEELCHAIR SKILLS DAYS
▬
▬
▬
▬
▬
▬

24 June:
25 June:
15 July:
16 July:
19 August:
20 August:

1:30 - 4:30pm
1:30 - 4:30pm
10am - 1pm or 1:30 - 4:30pm
10am - 1pm or 1:30 - 4:30pm
10am - 1pm or 1:30 - 4:30pm
10am - 1pm or 1:30 - 4:30pm

All sessions are held at the AQA office: 416
Heidelberg Rd, Fairfield, VIC.
If you're a client or support worker
with AQA, you may have recently
received an email or SMS outlining
some significant changes on the
horizon.
If you've not seen an email, please
check your junk/spam email folders
and keep an eye out for future
communications, as emails will be
an essential part of communications
moving forward.

Join us to further develop your wheelchair
skills and build your confidence when
moving about in the great outdoors. Be
guided by Specialist Peer Trainer and
wheelchair user Dave Ball in negotiating
your way across different terrain and slopes.
If you’d like to be involved, please get in
touch: 9489 0777 or community@aqavic.
org.au

In July, we will be switching from our
current paper processes to a new
digital system called foundU.
foundU will be the new home for
clients and support workers to keep
upto date with their schedules,
update avilability, clock in and out of
shifts and more.
In May we reached out to our Support
Workers providing them with
information to prepare for the switch,
and later in June we will be assisting
our Disability Support Workers and
clients setup and learn the new
systems and processes.
If you're concerned about clicking
links in emails or in SMS messages,
here are a few tips to look out for.

JUNIOR WHEELCHAIR AFL PROGRAM

▬ S
 MS messages will say "AQA" as
the contact name.
▬ Links in SMS messages will start
with sms.aqavic.org.au
▬ Emails will commonly come from:
updates@aqavic.org.au
▬ Junk mail can happen,
we recommend regularly checking
and searching your junk mail for
emails including '@aqavic.org.au'

AFL Victoria are running two junior wheelchair programs for participants
aged 16 years and under. These sessions will be introductory sessions,
with coaches showing the participants how the sport is played. Each
session will be followed by the opportunity to watch a Victorian
Wheelchair Football League game, and meet the players.

We take your digital safety seriously
so if you have any questions or
concerns, please let us know.

▬ Sunday, August 14, 11am-12pm

All coaching and equipment on the day will be provided and each
participant will receive a participant pack full of AFL gear.
Location: Melbourne Sports & Aquatic Centre Court 2
For adults that are interested, the entry level competition of the Victorian
Wheelchair Football League has a mid-season draft on June 28.
For more information please contact: steve.odgers@afl.com.au
aqavic.org.au
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A return to normalcy
COMMUNITY NETWORKS UPDATE
by Georgina Fiorentino

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT & NETWORK COORDINATOR

In April, the Gippsland Network met for their first lunch in almost two years at
Momo in Traralgon. In mid-May, they met again at the Nilma Hall in Nilma North.
Over lunch we heard from Network member Colin Gray about the ongoing
developments of the Nilma Hall project for an all abilities BBQ and a concreted,
covered area. In the warmer months, the group is looking forward to having a
BBQ there while overlooking the magnificent Nilma landscape. A big thanks
to Colin and Jenny who organised the venue and the lovely lunch, and to all
members and partners who brought some sweets to share. The group are now
looking forward to playing Indoor Carpet Bowls at the Morwell Bowling Club
in June.

clockwise from top: The South West Network
goes bowling, the Ballarat crew meets at the
Lakeview Hotel, and Gippsland lunches at
Momo in Traralgon.

An enthusiastic South West Network met up in April and had a ball playing Ten
Pin Bowling in Belmont, with some of our members proving to be quite skillful
at the game, even scoring some strikes! Over lunch, Victor Bibby discussed the
Fuel Service app with the group and encouraged everyone to spread the word.
For our June network meeting we will be returning to the stunning Geelong
waterfront to have lunch at Sailor's Rest.
The Bendigo Peppergreen Farm was the May venue for the Central West
Network. While it was not a big turnout, a couple of the members enjoyed
catching up over tasty meals at the farm’s cafe, where ingredients are sourced
from the fresh produce grown at the farm.
In the same month, a bunch of Ballarat members gathered at the Lakeview Hotel
for their first lunch together in two years. Suggestions for future meetings was
the Midland Golf Club or Asian Thai for something different.

AQA's Community Networks run
across Victoria and will be heading
to Tasmania soon.
For details or to get involved
contact us on:
03 9489 0777 or
community@aqavic.org.au
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COMING UP IN JUNE:
▬ The Mornington group will meet for lunch at Kirks on the Esplanade
As always, AQA looks forward to supporting these meetings and welcome all
new ideas from the community members to ensure these Community Networks
are successful.
We encourage all Community Network members to come along to their next
network meeting, to share and learn from others, make new friends and enjoy
the feeling of belonging to a welcoming community.

BOOK REVIEW

We’ve Got This:
STORIES BY DISABLED PARENTS

Hilary Ash was a single mum living with quadriplegia back in
the 1980s. Now a proud grandmother, she reviews We’ve Got
This: Stories by Disabled Parents.
Parenting with a disability? Every step on this journey contains a unique
story. Twenty-five stories, gathered from 20 years ago to the present, include
heartbreakingly consistent narratives in this anthology, which arose from the
highly successful We’ve Got This ABC podcast series (check it out!).
In editor Eliza Hull's introduction she recalls the prejudice medical proffesionals
expressed regarding her own pregnancies, a common theme in these stories.
Prejudice usually expresses fear and ignorance. A widespread, deep and
unacknowledged belief that difference equals deficit means many medical
professionals are simply unable to engage at all with disabled patients and are
unable to meet them where they are.
Clinicians who focus on fixing, preventing, or making perceived imperfections
go away, might, even today, enable non-consensual sterilisation.
Medical attitudes are but one aspect of battles which entail confrontations
with fear, suspicion, and ignorance about disabilities, for kids and for parents.
People we encounter often come out with strange, inappropriate remarks and
behaviour. How can we respond? What can we teach children about all that? You
think movies might help? Disabled parents barely figure. I could only think of
Penguin Bloom.
In the face of prejudice people seek a safe inside crowd, and we all lose a richly
varied broad community. And yet a person born with a disability who has suffered
lifelong prejudice can hardly be blamed for seeking a sympathetic cohort.

We've Got This is
available online from a
range of retailers.
For the podcast series,
follow the QR code
shown here.

“… we are all capable mothers, irrespective of disability, as long as we have supports that
are safe and empowering.” - Nicole Lee
Not surprisingly, many of the narrators in We’ve Got This open with political
philosophical musings about disability before describing their parenting
experiences. Several narrators report their additional daunting challenges
including racism, homophobia, immigration, language barriers, and single
parenthood. However, this book is certainly not all tales of woe! On the
continuum from shame to acceptance, to pride in integrating life and disability,
there is plenty of resistance and rebellion, courage and creativity.
If you are looking in particular to read about parents with SCI or similar acquired
disabilities, they’re gathered towards the end of the book. For a woman with
quadriplegia, childbirth can be life-threatening, especially when confronted
with inattention, with ignorance about SCI, and with staff disbelieving danger
signals.
Having survived childbirth, the absence of resources for quads with a baby
makes inventiveness necessary, and it certainly helps to have a hands-on
partner. Parents with severe physical disabilities will identify with writers
frustrated they can’t get down and dirty with their littlies. A parent who later
acquires a disability can look forward to a complex adaptation process for both
parent and children.
reviewer: Hillary Ash and her grandson.

I had a couple of niggles about the book. There’s too few disabled fathers’
voices, although they surely have lots to tell. And I would have found an index
helpful.
One shining aspect of these stories is that parenting experiences always offer us
extraordinary learning about ourselves and about being in the world.
aqavic.org.au
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Sex, drugs, and a few
accessibilty issues
In March, American rock band Foo Fighters played the first stadium concert since the
pandemic began. For one attendee, it was his first major event since sustaining a spinal cord
injury two years ago, and it was quite the rollercoaster.
by Simon Bibby

What a night! This was my first experience being in a
wheelchair and going to a major event since suffering a
catastrophic spinal cord injury two years ago.
I booked an accessible seat online through Ticketmaster,
with a companion seat for my son, and it seemed like a
simple and easy transaction. We were both excited, as my
son had never been to a live band, let alone a stadium gig!
Upon arriving at GMHBA stadium in Geelong, we made
our way to the seating area and showed an usher our
tickets (on my phone). The kind bloke took one look at our
allocated seat numbers, then looked at me in a wheelchair,
and said ‘how the F are ya gonna get down there?’ Pointing
halfway down the normal seating.
I said we had ‘accessible seating’ clearly indicated on my
phone.
His response was that I will have to contact Ticketmaster
as the venue was not responsible for ticketing and
allocation. "Perhaps contact them on Monday morning"
was also mentioned.
My response, “that’s not going to happen”, as it was past
6pm on the night of the concert.
I’m in and I’m staying in! I had driven from Bendigo and
organised accommodation.
I asked him to please get a supervisor or someone who can
help. He did offer to take me down onto the oval/general
admission, but I immediately said that would not do as I
would not see anything but the posteriors of all the able
bodied punters! I asked if he would be happy with that
situation, and the response was in line with mine.
He said to wait where we were and someone would be with
me shortly. The next level of command arrived and we had
a discussion much the same as previously. I said there must
8
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be someone from Ticketmaster here (probably in a box to
our left, up high n’ mighty).
The polite lady said look, there usually were a few no
shows, so just hang where we were (in accessible seating
which was pole position for the show) and we will see how
it pans out. Fortunately for me, the time passed and we had
no need to move!
A short time into the show I needed to use the toilet, as I
had a small unwanted presence (just my luck) make an
appearance.
Off I go to find a disability toilet and do my best at cleaning
my shorts with half a packet of wet wipes. No sooner had
I transferred myself onto the toilet, the “locked” door was
unlocked by some woman with her credit card. There I was,
almost completely naked and in full view of the audience
near the bar!
She was apologetic, which was good, however this did
little to impress me.
Finally I exited the toilet and onto the rest of the show.
The next trip to the rest rooms was again pretty crazy,
as I had to explore the level one promenade trying to

OUT AND ABOUT

find an unoccupied one. I waited a couple of minutes and
finally the door unlocked and a perfectly able bodied guy
sheepishly scurries away stinking of the good ol happy
havelock (weed).
I got inside and performed my number one task with the
aid of an intermittent catheter, which I have to administer
myself every time I need to do a number one.
Back to our ‘seating’ and on with the show.

Thankfully, the seats Simon and his son ended up with were in prime
position.

"SERIOUSLY!!!! Are you for real? I yelled… This made me
so mad."
People like her need to be made aware of the problems I
have just doing normal tasks and activities. When I need to
go, there is a very fine window of opportunity to do one’s
business. Cross that line and it’s not a nice experience that
will probably end the “great night”!

After a few more frothies due to being socially excited and
enjoying the show, I had one more trip to make to relieve
It certainly opened my eyes to the inconsiderate people
myself. This time I rolled all the way around as far as I could
out there. It’s a shame I’ve had to document this occasion
go trying to find a free restroom. I noted all the disabled
in such a blunt way, but something has to be said and done
toilets had the ‘emergency assistance required’ lights lit
about this!
up and no one rendering
help (no doubt as it seems
I’m sure you’ve all seen the
The kind bloke took one look at our
to be a joke for able bodied
viral videos where guys in
allocated seat numbers, then looked at me wheelchairs seem to be
people to just press the
alarm buttons inside each
wilder than a mallee bull at
in a wheelchair, and said ‘how the F are ya
room for fun).
something (one recently at
gonna get down there?’
a shopping centre where
I waited outside one toilet
the guy starts throwing
after the other.
shopping baskets at staff in a well known supermarket
Getting to the last one, a nice bloke saw me in distress and
comes to mind).
discomfort, and said he saw a guy walk in. Hmm, really?
I became a mallee bull for a few moments after this last
Walk in? Yep, he said, do you want me to bang on the door?
encounter. I even locked myself in the room and wedged
Hell yes please.
myself against the inside of the door while I catheterised to
Quite quickly the door opened and sure enough out walks
stop any more interruptions.
a young bloke and immediately after a lady with a grin and
Ticketmaster, GMHBA Stadium and a small percentage
that certain glow about herself (I am being presumptuous
of the general public all need a good clip round the ear I
but I’m no spring chicken and recognised exactly why they
reckon.
had been in there).
This was an epic night for me and my son, don’t get me
At this moment, myself and the guy who helped me began
wrong, I’m not completely sour. I had a blast. All the steps
getting a little heated, aiming our barrage at the young
were actually quite amusing really, I think this one will go
couple, and quite a ruckus of verbal abuse went in both
down in history for me. The Foo Fighters were insanely
directions.
good! I'm so happy having finally been able to see them
The bloke is kind of apologetic but the “lady” couldn’t see
live! I will definitely be back next time they choose to come
anything wrong with what they had done, and came up to
down under, and I’m fairly sure my son will also.
me saying “listen, do you really want to ruin a great night?”
aqavic.org.au
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Upskilling for
independence
Hear multiple perspectives on the recent Skills For
Independence course, held on Sydney's northern beaches.
Two participants describe the impact of the course on
their recovery, and two trainee Peer Leaders share their
motivations for getting involved.
by Dan Nathan

Sydney's northern beaches afforded the group
a stunning learning environment.

NEW HORIZONS
ROBERT AND LAURIE
Adventure was a big part of Robert and Laurie’s life. Four-wheel driving, road
tripping and camping, as well as overseas trips. Robert and Laurie are a couple
in their 50s, living in Lysterfield in Victoria.
In March 2020, Robert sustained an incomplete C4 spinal cord injury (SCI) while
riding a motorbike in a state forest. Luckily, he had recreational registration on
the bike, so he was covered by TAC.
Robert says he always knew he’d find his way back to a good life, he just didn’t
know what it would look like.
Recenty, that image has started coming into focus.
Robert went on the Skills For Independence course, a five-day capacity
building program that AQA runs. This time the course was hosted by Sargood on
Collaroy, a specialist SCI resort in Sydney’s northern beaches.
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12 years, said he could show Robert a
technique.

The five days were filled with a
mix of discussion groups and skill
building sessions. The content of the
sessions was tailored to the goals
and aspirations that the participants
developed before the course.

“We watched Martin do it twice,” said
Robert.
“He pushed with his quads, arms
crossed and locked with the other
person, and the opposing force brought
him up. And then they asked if I’d like to
try it, and I was like yeah! I don’t want to
just try it, I want to master it!”

The group was about 16 strong. The
course was led and facilitated by Tim
Rushby-Smith and Dave Ball, who share
45 years of SCI lived experience. The
group also consisted of 7 participants
with either acquired and congenital
SCIs (using a mix of manual and power
wheelchairs), a support crew known as
‘buddies’ and two Group Leaders.

Robert went on to master the technique
on his first attempt.
On the final day, when it was his turn
to get Laurie up to speed on what he’d
learned, you can guess what he wanted
to show her.

Laurie came up to Sargood with Robert,
as participants’ family members or
significant others were invited to join
the group on the final day. This was a
new piloted development added to the
end of the course, aiming to make sure
that participants have the support they
need to keep practising and expanding
on the skills they learn when they get
home.
For Robert, there were a few key
ingredients that quickly gave the group
a sense of intimacy: it was five days,
residential, and on neutral territory.

A REVELATION
“Laurie and I have got onto the mat,
and we’ve gone down onto the ground,”
says Robert.

Laurie joined Robert on the final day, getting up
to speed on the new skills he'd learned.

“I walk her through the steps, and
then we go for it. When we came up,
it was amazing. We just saw all the
opportunities open up, suddenly you
think: I can do anything, I can lie down
on the ground with a swag, I can lie on
the ground on a picnic blanket with you,
and we can get up, it just opens up so
many opportunities and possibilities.

“If you did it on a day trip, I don’t think
“One of the biggest fears for
you could get to the intimacy level.
me was, if I end up on the “It’s taken such a load off my mind about
Getting away from where we lived,
ground, how do I get up?" where to go and how to go about it. I
taking us to a different state, it’s a good
now have confidence to try things - if
form of decentralising everybody, and
I
fall
over,
I
don’t
need
an ambulance to get me up, Laurie
making them all feel like we’re in this together. We’re all
can
help
me,
or
my
friends.
It’s a game changer!”
away from home, that was a great feeling and the location,
it’s phenomenal.”
Robert says that the course has inspired him, and changed
him.
And, he says, that intimacy paid dividends.
“I’ve got new horizons, and lots of challenges ahead of me,
“You knew you could talk about your deepest and darkest
that’s for sure, but i’m looking forward to them.”
fears and problems, and it wasn’t going to be laughed at,
it wasn’t going to be put down. It was more than likely a
Those challenges, Robert shares, involve standing up on
common problem that everyone else in the group had had,
his own, and transitioning from his power chair to a manual
and someone in the group had come up with a good idea on
one.
how to help you with it.”
For Laurie, being invited to join the course on the last day
As the week progressed, it turned out someone in the
was a great opportunity.
group had an exceptionally useful idea for Robert.
“I think it was fabulous, to be able to speak to other
“One of the biggest fears for me was, if I end up on the
partners, to hear their frustrations, how they get around
ground, how do I get up? I don’t want Laurie to hurt
things, was fantastic,” says Laurie.
herself.”
“And it was really valuable to meet and speak with people
This fear had also constrained Robert’s sense of what was
who’ve been living with a similar injury to Robert, but for
possible for his and Laurie’s travel options. Anywhere
longer. I learned a lot about what’s possible.”
remote would be a risk.
Equipped with new skills and a greater sense of freedom,
Robert had been talking to his physiotherapist about
Robert and Laurie are excited for their next adventure: a
solutions, like a portable hoist, or a portable airbag, but both
three week trip to Hawaii in August.
cost around $4.5-5k, and are bulky items to take on a trip.
“At Sargood, they showed me this jet-propelled surfboard
So, at Sargood, he shared this fear with the group. Martin
- hopefully they have some of those in Hawaii!” shares
Heng, who was on the course as a peer trainee facilitator,
Robert.
and has been living with a C4 incomplete injury for about
aqavic.org.au
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I REALISED I’D
SETTLED FOR TOO LITTLE
by Dawn Miller-Argue
“Goodnight Wifey” I heard my husband say from our dark bedroom. I realised
this was the first time we had slept in the same room since my spinal cord injury
three years ago. It felt so normal and so odd.
I attended the Skills For Independence course held last month at Sargood
on Collaroy. This course shattered what we thought was possible for us. In
particular, what I saw as possible in terms of capacity and independence. The
course was extraordinary.
The course was Monday to Friday, and Robert, my husband, stayed Thursday
night and for the Friday sessions. There were about 16 of us, led by highly
trained Peer Leaders, a support crew, some partners, carers, and the team at
Sargood.
One of the things that struck me the most was that every person there had
lived-experience of SCI, and everyone had something to learn, as well as to
contribute. I had never been with a group of people living with SCI before.
Seeing people learn expanded manual chair skills taught us all new skills, and
showed me what may be possible for me. I am in a power wheelchair, and all
power chairs at the course were fundamentally different. Having the opportunity
to see the difference in functionality, turning circles, and the ability to travel
over different terrains of different chairs was eye-opening, and fun.
My injury is the result of treatment for cancer. The tumour was along my spine,
and I got a rare side effect from the treatment, leaving me with damage from C2
down.
I went to general neuro rehab, leaving in August 2019. They looked after me very
well, however I now know that not going through a SCI rehab meant I missed out
on access to a lot of support and training.
When I left rehab I had two frozen shoulders, and had been in my power chair for
a couple of weeks. I used a hoist to transfer from bed to chair, etc. Robert and I
thought that this was as good as my capacity and function would ever be, so we
should just get used to it, and adapt.

One of the things that struck me the most
was that every person there had livedexperience of SCI, and everyone had
something to learn
Having gone through a neruo rehab, the SFI
course was Dawn's first experience spending
time with other people living with a SCI.

During the Skills for Independence
course we discovered that although I
have damage from C2 down, my upper
body is strong, and I should be able to
do manual transfers and use a manual
chair.

This is life-changing for us. We realised we had settled and accepted “this is as
good as it gets”. While this attitude has worked, it is very limiting. I now see that
we had made no future plans. No goals, no hope for improvement.
After this course, I am now starting to self transfer from chair to bed. My
confidence and resilience are greater. I now see how to develop so that I can self
propel, and transfer myself into a vehicle.
The Skills For Independence course has changed our lives, in so many ways.
Our understanding of where I am now and what really is possible for me, has
fundamentally shifted, and I am forever grateful for the community I am now a
part of.
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EMERGING LEADERS by Dan Nathan
On the recent Skills For
Independence (SFI) course there
were two trainee Peer Leaders,
Martin and Lynne. Martin has been
living with a C4 incomplete spinal
cord injury since 2010, and Lynne’s
lived with a T12 injury since 2006.
Both Lynne and Martin bring
valuable experience to their
prospective Peer Leader roles.
Before her injury, Lynne worked as
a high-school science teacher. For
Martin, it was two decades managing
teams at the travel publication
Lonely Planet.
Lynne (pictured) says she was
drawn to the role because she loves
watching people transform.
“And unlike school, these people
actually want to be there,” says
Lynne.
“Helping people who want to achieve
something is incredibly rewarding.”
Both Lynne and Martin see the
course as having very solid
conceptual foundations.

Martin commented that while the
‘hard’ skills of using a wheelchair
increase participants’ physical
independence, the many ‘soft’
skills developed via sessions on
topics like dressing, skin care,
diet and exercise, pain and fatigue
management, sex and intimacy, and
staying away from home - are also
critical in building independence.
“All these skills improve people’s
independence, and quality of life,”
says Martin.
“It really is capacity building - for
the participants, but also for us
trainees.”
This is the third SFI course Martin
has been on, but it was the first time
he was included in the planning and
debrief sessions.
“I was really impressed by how they
focussed on each individual during
the debriefs - what went well and
what didn’t, how they needed to
adjust the sessions or the content
accordingly, and who might need
more support.”
Lynne shares that she was struck by
the concept of verbal independence
- a key skill the course develops. It’s
the art of explaining to people what
you need, and how you need it done.
“I haven’t seen the concept anywhere
else,” says Lynne.
“It sounds simple, but its power goes
beyond just getting what you need you’re helping to create a culture of
honesty.

top: Lynne practising her backwheel
balance.
above: Martin (right) had plenty of power
chair tips for Robert and Dawn.

“It really is capacity
building - for the
participants, but also for
us trainees.”

“As a teacher, one of the first things
you learn is that you take people
from something they know, and you
move them into something they don’t
know,” says Lynne.
“Everything on the course is done
in small steps, steps that are
achievable, safe, and build trust. By
the end of the course - and we’re
only talking days - participants are
able to achieve much more difficult
skills, because they’ve picked up the
building blocks.”

“So, if whoever you’re asking help
from is feeling overwhelmed, they’re
more likely to tell you, and allow
you to redirect your ask elsewhere.
For some people, when they’re first
injured, if they haven’t lived with that
honest and direct communication
style, it can be quite confronting.”
Learning how to be a Peer Leader
wasn’t all Lynne picked up on the
course. She can now back wheel
balance down a ramp.
“I’ve been in a chair 16 years, so if
I can still improve my skills, then
anyone can. Once we think we know
everything, then it’s time to go.”
aqavic.org.au
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A majestic night
by Anthony Bartl
On entering St Kilda’s majestic highceilinged Palais theatre for The Opening
Night Comedy All Stars Supershow an
expectant, heaving and hushed crowd
eagerly waits.
“We’ve been missing out” I can imagine
them all screaming! I have too! I can say
back. Yearning for this return, it’s my first
comedy show in two years.
Sold out, it’s been two years since a crowd
of cacklers could assemble in such number
to well…cackle. Luckily, I was given tickets
from an AQA member’s inability to attend,
so it wasn’t sold out for me. I am a long term
lover of fun and good times, and seeing the
lighter side life, so I enthusiastically took
the opportunity - You can’t take life too seriously.
A loss of laughing as one has been missing in more ways
than one until now, and people are making the most
of a good time. For me, having lived with a disability
for 36 years, it’s important to not feel weighed down
by incapacity, so any kind of relief or distraction is
much welcome. Life becomes too unbearable and grim

otherwise. I feel sure the people assembled
would say something similar about COVID,
and feeling held back before breathing a
sigh of relief.
Hosted by the flamboyant and showy
high-sounding, but booming voiced Rhys
Nicholson he brings a kind of gravitas to a
sorely missed fun-and-games kind of night.
With at least fifty short skit, wise-cracking
jokesters strewn across three hours the
whooping and hollering throng have come
to enjoy life again…and do they get it! A
highly-charged energy in the expanse
makes the jokes even more jokey!
When 3000 folk, all assembled for
one reason, are all in on the jokes the
atmosphere lends itself for riotous giggling! From level
2 and with a bird’s eye view I can take in such a super
occasion! And I felt safe, having had three vaccination
shots, where protection is pretty good albeit not perfect.
To top it off, there was a theatre lift for easy access to my
all encompassing view on the second level. More please!
Geez it’s good to be back, I thought.

Direct
Your current to
your new ordering
experience.
Plain to deliciously toasty.
It’s the little things we do that
make all the difference.

Order your Coloplast continence products direct through us and discover
all the little things we do to make you all round better off.
coloplastcaredirect.com.au

1800 316 651

Coloplast Pty Ltd, PO Box 240, Mount Waverley, VIC 3149 Australia
www.coloplast.com.au The Coloplast logo is a registered trademark of Coloplast A/S. ©2022-01 CEX116c. All rights reserved Coloplast A/S
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Welcome to Boccia
David, from Geelong Adaptive Sports, introduces us to the game of Boccia, and invites us to
get involved via their Geelong or Melbourne teams.
by David Swift

What is Boccia? Quite simply, it is a game where the object
is to place your coloured balls (red or blue) as close to the
jack (white ball) as possible. It was originally designed for
players with Cerebral Palsy, but now includes all athletes
with functional impairments and disabilities. Players are
classified based on their functional capability, with five
categories.
It is played indoors on a court which is 12.5m x 6m. Players
work within a 1m x 2.5m “box”.
This is where the simplicity ends and where the fun begins.
Boccia can be played in pairs or teams (male and females
play together) and is very strategic, like a good game of
chess or footy. You have a lot of variables to manage and
play with. For example, ball density. The balls are leather,
and go from soft to hard, which determines the power of
your throw, how it changes shape when landing and the
distance it travels.

The Geelong squad recently competed at the ACT Cup, returning with
gold, silver and bronze medals.

If you don’t want to be competitive, recreational players
mix with the competitive during the sessions, and it’s a very
social atmosphere. All ages and skill levels are welcome
as we have Boccia Australia accredited coaches at every
session.

Then you factor in the distance of the jack, different
throwing techniques (spin, lob etc) and other players’ balls
and it can get very competitive, very quickly!

A Melbourne squad will be kicking off sometime in June,
if you’re interested in joining or trying it out, get it in touch
with me on 0413 846464 or at geelongadaptivesports@
gmail.com

Boccia Victoria had a relaunch in late 2021, with a squad
forming in Geelong. They meet twice a week to train,
Tuesdays and Fridays. We have a squad of 10-12 players.

GEELONG SESSIONS
(except public holidays and competition schedules)

The squad recently competed at the ACT Cup and came
back with gold, silver and bronze medals in various
competition classifications. A great start by a new squad.
Currently we are preparing for the NSW Titles and then the
Nationals in Brisbane.

Balls and ramps are supplied.

Tuesday – 4:45 to 5:45pm, cost $12.50
Friday – 10:30am to 12:30pm, cost $25.00

aqavic.org.au
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ASSISTIVE TECHNOLOGY

Buyers of modified
vehicles beware
Greg Kidd, who has quadriplegia, falls between the NDIS gaps and warns those
who are looking at purchasing a modified vehicle to take precautions. A recent purchase
from a specialist dealer, promised him the world, but ultimately didn’t follow through.
by Greg Kidd

I am writing to offer some suggestions on how to stop
vehicle mobility dreams becoming nightmares. Although
I focus on a quest for a used ‘special’ vehicle, some of
the sentiments apply to new ones with after-market
modifications that unscrupulous entities peddle with their
eyes on the NDIS cash cow.

With limited finances at my disposal
(I’m too old for a NDIS injection!) I started
looking for a used vehicle that was more
fit for purpose.

My quest was based on a half-century evolution from being
manually lifted or slid into car seats to being hoisted in my
wheelchair then having it clamped or ratcheted down in the
back where communication, vision or a smooth ride – or all
of the above – were compromised.

My wish list:

I longed for the comfort of a wheelchair-accessible vehicle
that was more user friendly for my companions and myself.
A day out was not synonymous with a day’s work!

Dodging three bullets but not a broadside

The second of two VW Transporter vans that had taken
me to much of eastern and southern Australia was getting
tired so I found it a good home. With limited finances at my
disposal (I’m too old for a NDIS injection!) I started looking
for a used vehicle that was more fit for purpose.
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▬
▬
▬
▬

Entry and egress via an automated ramp
A wheelchair docking station
The ‘luxury’ of sitting beside the driver
A panoramic view

My search began in 2019 with an ad in a generic newsletter.
A test ride in a Chrysler Voyager station wagon revealed
problems with its lowering system and an RACV tester
warned about considerable rust in its chassis and
abnormal oil leakage.
Enter a rear-entry VW Transporter van a Yarra Ranges
modifier was selling on behalf of someone who they said

ASSISTIVE TECHNOLOGY

was only updating because of access to NDIS funding. The
interior hinted at a different story – one of neglect; the floor
and the spare tyre’s vinyl cover were filthy.
During a test ride, the salesman confided that there may
be an occasional smell of diesel. I did not smell it but
I did smell a rat! An RACV report identified issues that
“could make purchase of this vehicle an uneconomical
proposition…”
The tester believed it had been involved in a major accident
and shoddily repaired!
In early 2020, I inspected two Voyagers, one privately
owned and the other represented as such by a modifier in
the Dandenong area. I settled on the second one despite
not believing the salesman’s pitch that it had been well
maintained by a mechanic relative of a previous owner.
What I was deceived by was a verbal assurance that,
although the wagon was too old to legally attract a
warranty, the company would attend to any problems that
arose pre-handover and shortly afterwards. The promise
included any issues with the installation of a docking
station on the front passenger side floor and a steel
docking pin under my wheelchair, plus the automation of
the ramp.
They repaired the new dock, from the entryway of
which electrical wiring protruded after only a few trips,
presumably gouged out and stripped by the pin that
was too long. However, they sidestepped eight issues
that manifested after a dubious 30-day Certificate of
Roadworthiness (RWC) expired while the mods were
underway.
Mistakes and consequences
Tantalised by the immanent realisation of my dream, I
failed to insist on an RACV inspection and ignored my
misgivings. My gullibility led to a support worker and me
being stranded at night when the worn out airbags of the
lowering system caused a suspension collapse. This and
the other seven problems cost almost $4,000 to rectify.

After years of being stuck in the back of his old VW Transporter, Greg
thought it was time for a van with a docking station, and a proper view.

Picking up the pieces of a shattered dream
My mechanic assured me I now had a good vehicle. Maybe
so, but my disappointment was so intense that I could
hardly bear to look at the Voyager let alone use it! Whether
it would prove its worth remained to be seen; meanwhile,
I faced a battle for redress that I hoped the Victorian
Administrative Claims Tribunal (VCAT) would help me win.
Justice at a price
Seeing the stresses of dealing with VCAT are beyond the
scope of this article, I write only that after a one-year
struggle, the company was obliged to pay up. Not the full
amount unfortunately but it was a moral victory for me. If
he thought his delaying tactics would wear me down, he
was mistaken; I would not surrender.
TIPS TO AVOID A RIP-OFF
Insist on:
▬ A
 pre-purchase RACV check and a modifications
evaluation by an engineer
▬ An RWC examination by a tester not used by
the vendor and defects fixed before additional
modifications are started
▬ A written sales contract
▬ Written justification of any quotes
▬ Whatever warranties you can get
▬ Only pay a deposit if the vendor presses for one
but hold back the balance until all work and the
presentation are acceptable.
▬ Always trust your gut feelings but never a vendor
unless you know them well.
For more information, contact Naz, who kindly assured
me I am but one of many victims of predatory modifiers.
Don’t be the next!
aqavic.org.au
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From rehab
to the Grand Prix
by Naz Erdem

"As you can imagine,
going out in public for the
first time and navigating
your wheelchair in a ‘real’
environment can be scary
and cause anxiety."

After a two-year hiatus, Melbourne was again able to
host the F1 Grand Prix at Albert Park Lake. Thanks to the
Australian Grand Prix Corporation, who supplied AQA
with some general admittance tickets for the 4-day event,
we were able to invite patients from the Royal Talbot
Rehabilitation Unit to join us.
This was extra beneficial and special for the patients to
join us because it was one of the first outings they were
allowed to attend because of the Austin regulations around
Covid. The patients haven’t been allowed to have any
visitors or leave the rehab premises because of restrictions
around Covid.
Also invited were some of our volunteer mentors who
provided some encouragement and discussed what their
lives were like after being discharged from rehab many
years ago.
Sal Dema and Bryn Fittall from the Royal Talbot did a
fantastic job getting all the patients ready in the morning to
head out to the track in their wheelchair-accessible van.
As this was one of the first community outings for the
patients, it was a great opportunity for them to receive
some mentoring, get motivated, improve their wheelchair
skills, and engage with the general community. Where
better to do this than at an international public event.
18
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As you can imagine, going out in public for the first time
and navigating your wheelchair in a ‘real’ environment
can be scary and cause anxiety. However, the thought and
work that went into making the Grand Prix accessible made
things easy and manageable.
There were 3 general admission viewing platforms
dedicated to people with disabilities and their carers
so they could get a good view of the cars racing around
the track. These platforms were all close to public
conveniences, including food outlets and wheelchairaccessible toilets called Changing Place (Marveloo).
These bathrooms are fully wheelchair accessible and
include overhead hoists if required.
While the circuit is quite long, and getting from one point
to another (especially over grass can be hard work)
fortunately, patrons with mobility concerns had access to
accessible shuttle vans to transport people around.
All in all, everyone had a fantastic day. Most importantly,
the engagement between the peers and mentors was
great. The peers gained lots of confidence and were able
to practice some of the wheelchair skills. All of this will be
essential for when they are head home.

CLASSIFIEDS
EQUIPMENT FOR SALE

WHEELCHAIRS FOR SALE

TERRY TSL 1000 STEPLIFT

POWER WHEELCHAIR - Q6 EDGE 2.0 & CUSHION

The TSL1000 Wheelchair Steplift enables a single, double or
triple stepped doorway to serve pedestrians and wheelchair
users without the need to construct ramps. Retail price is
$19,000. With upper gate protection or similar, the lift can travel
up to 1000mm, and can be sited internally or externally.

Seat Dimensions 17" x 17"; Q3 Logic EX Joystick RHS; Push
handles; 8 Amp Charger; 50 Amp batteries; 14" x 3" flat free
tyres; 4x Transit loop; Back Canes; 14" Arm Pads; and more.
Purchased 06/20; Amount paid $20,074.00; Spex High-Contour
adjustable cushion 17” x 17”.

Price
Phone

Price
Phone

Reasonable Offer Accepted
0417 373 364 (Mark)

(04/22)

SHOWER COMMODE
– JUVO ATTENDANT PROPELLED

$495
0400 910 463 (Terri)

(06/22)

ELECTRIC BED (ASPIRE COMIFMOTION)
& MATTRESS (CIRRUS 2)

$3,900

Phone

0400 910 463 (Terri)

Folding manual wheelchair with gel Cushion.
Price
Phone

$100
0400 910 463 (Terri)

(06/22)

MANUAL WHEELCHAIR – BREEZY EC 2000 MODEL
This is suited to large (80-120kg) people up to 6 Ft; seat is 20 "
wide by 15" deep; in excellent condition; retails for $995.00.
Price
Phone

$400 Negotiable
0400 871 894 (Olympia)

(05/22)

FREEBIES

Aspire ComifMotion LUZE BED (Portobello Grey) KS & Aspire
ComifMotion Rail - crook handle; Features - Ultra Low Height,
Customisable Safe Entry/Exit Height, Underbed Clearance,
Battery Backup, Massage mode and more. Cirrus 2 alternating
therapy and pain management mattress system (Stone) KS;
Purchased 08/21; Amount paid $9,679.00
Price

(06/22)

MANUAL WHEELCHAIR

Never Used; CR1660-41 Juvo Attendant Propelled Shower
Commode - 410mm - SWL 200kg - Full stainless steel rigid
frame, removable and height adjustable legrests with flip-up
footplates leaving no sharp points or protrusions - 4 Stainless
steel locking castors, and more. Purchased 05/20; Amount paid
$1,484.00
Price
Phone

$5,500
0400 910 463 (Terri)

VEHICLE ROOF WHEELCHAIR HOIST & CAR CONTROLS
Vehicle roof wheelchair hoist from Capital Special Vehicles and
some car controls to give away.
Phone

(06/22)

0413 801 462 (Kevin)

(4/22)

For a full list of classifieds and items for free, please visit:
www.spire.org.au/community/classifieds
or contact us on 03 9489 0777 or info@aqavic.org.au

Actreen®
Hi-Lite Set

Anywhere, Anytime...

Anti-reflux valve in the
bag to limit the risk of
leakage3

Opening adapted to
all levels of dexterity1

B

60
min

A

PVC Free,
DEHP Free
Non traumatic eye3
Discreet1, easily folded2,
and stored inside the
pouch

More information

LIGHTWEIGHT6
FOLDABLE

C

NON-DRYING!

Keeps the
catheter fully
lubricated up to
60 mins4,5

References:
1. Report No 7.5.AB.054.1 + Results report of the USABILITY TEST Product:
Actreen® Hi-Lite Set (nurses/patients)
2. The Ch 18 cannot be folded, and no discreet pouch is included.
3. Data on file at B. Braun - Report No 7.5.AB.054.1
4. For safety and hygienic reasons, we advise you to use the product in the
shortest possible time after opening.
5. Report No 7.5.AC.059.2
6. Data on file at B. Braun - Report No 7.5.AB.057.1, 7.5.AB.058.1,
7. 5.AB.059.1, 7.5.AB.060.1

B. Braun Australia Pty Ltd | Level 5, 7-9 Irvine Place, Bella Vista NSW 2153 Australia | Tel.1800 251 705 | info.au@bbraun.com | www.bbraun.com.au
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Resourcing you to live well

Can I... will I...
What’s next for me?
We’ve been there and aren’t afraid
of the tough questions.
After hearing the words spinal cord injury and spending weeks in hospital, rehab or
bed your mind can race with a million questions: Will I be independent, can I have sex
again, what happens when I get home, will my life be the same... Is there anyone I can
turn to?
It can be hard to see what’s next or what’s possible for you, and your family & friends
can have similar questions.
While few can honestly say “I know what you’re going through” we’ve got peer
mentors with lived experience of disabilty, who have been there and who have worked
alongside other people facing similar situations.

If you’d like a confidential chat to one of our
peer mentors, please get in touch.

(03) 9489 0777

Call
or email: community@aqavic.org.au

AQA is a not-for-profit organisation
Learn more about AQA and our services at www.aqavic.org.au

